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1, INTRODUCTION 
Throughout this paper X denotes a complete m tric space with metric p.
We call X a metric space with segments if or any x, y E X and a E [0, 11, 
the intersection of B(x, or) (the closed ball centered at x with radius ar 
where r= p(x, y)) and B( y, (1 - a)r) has a unique element. Theelement will 
be denoted byS(a, x, y). We say that X is strictly metric-convex if X is a 
metric space with segments, andfor any x, y, z E X, y z z, and a E (0, l), 
the inequality p(x,S(a, y, z)) <max{p(x, y), p(x, z)} holds. Let X be a strictly 
metric-convex space. A subset C of X is said to be metric-convex if 
S(a, x, y) E C for any a E (0, 1) and x, y E C. For any subset D of X, we 
denote byclco D the intersection of allclosed, metric-convex setscontaining 
D. 
Following [6, 71, we introduce some classes of process. We shall use the 
symbols R and R ’ for the sets of real and real nonnegative numbers, respec- 
tively. A process on X is a mapping U: R x R + X X+X satisfying (i) 
U(t, 0)x =x for all xE X and t E R, (ii) U(t, r + a) = U(t + t, a) U(t, z) for 
all tER, r, uER+, and (iii) for each rE Rt, the one parameter family of
maps U(t, r): X-+ X with parameter t E R is equicontinuous. A process U on 
X is said to be contractive f for any (t, r) E R x R+ and x, y E X, the 
inequality p(U(t, r)x, U(t, r)y) & p(x, y) is valid. We define the a-translate U, 
by U,(t, r) = U(t + u, r). It is clear that if U is a (contractive) process onX, 
then U, is also a (contractive) process onX. A process U on X is called 
almost periodic for any sequence {a,} of R, there exists a ubsequence {uk} 
of (a,} such that he sequence { U#, s)x} converges to ome V(t, r)x in X 
uniformly int E R and pointwise in(r, x) E R+ X X. It is easily seen that 
the limit V is a process onX. We denote by Z[U] the set of all processes V 
on X for which there xists a sequence {u,) of R such that U,“(t, z)x + 
V(t, r)x uniformly int E R and pointwise in(r, x) E R + X X. Let U be a 
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process onX. The positive trajectory through (t, x) E R X X is the map 
U(t, .)x: R’ +X. A function u:R -+X is called a complete trajectoq 
through (t, -u) E R x X if u(t) =x and u(s + r) = V(s, r) u(s) for all (s, rj E 
R x R ‘. A continuous f nction u: R + X is called almost periodic for any 
sequence (cJ,} ofR, there xists a subsequence (GA} of {a,] such that 
{u(t +ob)} is uniformly convergent o  R. 
The main purpose ofthis paper is to prove the following 
THEOREM 1. Let X be a strictly metric-convex space and U a contractive 
almost periodic process on X. Assume that for any V E R[ U] and (t, x) E 
R x X, the positive trajectory f V through (t, x) is continuous onR ’ and 
that there xists a (to, x0) E R XX such that clco{Ujt,, t)xO 1 t E Rt i is 
compact, Then, for any V E P[U], there xists a complete rajectory f V
which is almost periodic. 
Under the assumptions f Theorem 1, almost periodic complete rajec- 
tories are not unique in general. Forexample, consider the process U on X 
defined byU(t, r)x = x for all (t, r, x) E R X R ’ X X. 
Favard’s theorem isstated asfollows: Thelinear lmost periodic system 
x’ + A(t)x =f(t) has an almost periodic solution ifthe system has a 
bounded solution a d every nonzero bounded solution x(t) of a 
homogeneous equation x’ +B(t).u = 0 (where B is in the hull of A9 satisfies 
inf,, Ix(t)/ > 0. Cf. [S, 91. In many important applications A(t) are skew 
symmetric n x IZ matrices for all tE X. We then define a contractive almost 
periodic process U on R” by setting U(t, r)x = u(t + r) for (t, r, -u) ER x 
R’ X R”, where u is the solution of the initial v ue problem u’(s) c 
A@9 4s) =J’( s >f or s > t and u(t) =x. Theorem 1ensures the xistence of an 
almost periodic solution of the system x’+ A(t)x =f(t) if the system admits 
a bounded solution. Thus, Theorem I can be viewed as an extension of 
Favard’s theorem inthis pecial but important case to nonlinear systems. 
In Section 2 we shall prove Theorem 1. In Section 3, Theorem 1will be 
applied toevolution equations i  areal Hilbert space. 
After this paper had been accepted for publication, the author was 
informed bythe referee that asimilar result toTheorem 2 in Section 3 had 
been obtained byA. Haraux [“Special Topics in Differential Equations,” 
Brown University Lecture Notes 80-1, Brown Univ., Providence, R. I., 1980 
(Theorem 1 of lecture 34, pp. 295-299)]. 
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
We shall use the characterization of almost periodic functions by Bochner. 
See, e.g., [8, 71. 
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LEMMA 1. A function u E C(R; X) is almost periodic tfand only tf or 
any sequences {a,}, {s,} of R, there xist common subsequences {a;}, {t;} 
such that (u(t + a;)} converges tosome function v(t) pointwise inR, and 
(u(t + [T; + z;)} and (v(t + z;)} converge tothe same limit functionpointwise 
in R. 
The following four lemmas are proved by Dafermos [7]. 
LEMMA 2. A process U on X is almost periodic ITand only if for any 
sequences {a,}, {tn] of R, there are common subsequences {a:), {zk] such 
that {U,,} converges tosome V E .Z[U] pointwise inR x R’ X X, and 
P+T, ) and {V,,} converge tothe same limit in R’[ U] pointwise. 
LEMMA 3. If U is an almost periodic process on X, then for any 
V E R[ U], V is almost periodic and Z[ V] = Z[ U]. 
Note that if U is a contractive almost periodic process onX, then every 
V E A?[ U] is also contractive. 
LEMMA 4. Let U be an almost periodic process on X and V an element 
of Z[U]. Then, there are sequences lo,,}, {z,,} ofR such that on--f 00, 
r, -+ -co, and {U,,,} and { U,J converge toVpointwise inR x R’ XX. 
LEMMA 5. Let U be an almost periodic process on X and {o,} a 
sequence such that {U,J converges tosome V E R[ U] pointwise. L t{t,} be 
a sequence of R with limn+a, ,t = ---a~ and let u, be positive trajectories of 
lJGn through (t,, u,,(t,,)). If the set {u,,(t) ] t E R, n E NJ is relative& compact, 
there is a subsequence {n’} of {n} such that {u,,(t)} convergespointwise in R 
to a complete rajectorv f V. 
The next lemma is simple but important i  our argument. 
LEMMA 6. Let X be a metric space with segments and U a contractive 
process on X. Let u, v be complete rajectories of U uch that for some y E R, 
p(u(t), v(t)) = y for all tE R. Then, for any a E (0, l), the map: t -+ S(a, u(t), 
v(t)) is a complete rajectory f U. 
Proof We set w(t) = S(a, u(t), v(t)) for t E R. Since p(u(t), w(t)) = ay 
for all tE R and U is contractive, we have 
p(u(t +r), U(t, t) w(t)) = p(U(t, r)u(t), w r> w(t)> 
< &4>, WI = a7 
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for all tE R, r E R+. Similarly, we have 
for all tER, tER’. Thus, U(t, r) w(t) EB@(r f r), UJ’) n B(v(t + r), 
(1 - a)~) and so U(t, t) w(t) = w(t -t r) for all tE R, t E R+. QED. 
Proof of Theorem 1. By Lemmas 4and 5, for any VE Z[ U], there are a
sequence {a,\, 6 --t cc, and a complete trajectory uy ofY such that UO,-+ V
pointwise n R X Rt X X and I, = lim,_, U(t,, t +a,) x, pointwise n 
t E R. Setting K = clco{ U(t,,, r)xO )z E R+ }, we have u,(t) E K for all EE R. 
We denote byXV the set of all complete trajectories f V satisfying u(l)E K 
for all iE R. We note that any complete rajectory is continuous in R by the 
assumption of Theorem 1. By the above argument, 
Clearly, d, E R’. For any 6 > 0, there exists U,E&, such that 
For another WE 2+[ VI, by Lemma 3, there is a sequence (T,} such that 
VT” -+ W pointwise. Since {u,(t) 1  ER ] c K and K is compact, byvirtue of
Lemma 5, we find asubsequence (t:} of {tn) such that (u,(t + t:)] converges 
pointwise n R to some complete rajectory v, of W. It is obvious that 
II, EF~. Since p(v,(t), x0) < sup,,np(u,(s), x,) for t E R, by (3) we get 
~up~,a~(~,(t), x0) <d + a. Therefore, w  see that d, < d, for any Yl 
WE F’[U], and hence d, is a constant independent of VE .XIo’]. We
denote b low the constant d, by d. 
Let V be an arbitrary element of,P[U]. We note that Lemma 5 implies 
that ,q.. is sequentially compact in the topology ofpointwise convergence. 
Therefore, in particular, .FV isa closed subset ofC(R; X) equipped with the 
topology of locally uniform convergence. 
Assume first d = 0. We set u(t) = x0 for tE R. Since there is a sequence 
(u,,} of,q, such that SUP~~~P(U~(~), u(t))+ 0 as n+ co, by the above 
remark, wesee that uE ,FV. Moreover, it is clear that uis almost periodic. 
We consider now the case where d> 0. Since !.q. is sequentially compact 
in the topology ofpointwise convergence, we find uE.q, such that 
SUP p@(t), x,> = d. 
IER 
(4) 
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We claim that he set A& = {u 1 u E FV and u satisfies (4)}has a unique 
element. It suffices to prove the uniqueness. To the contrary, suppose that 
there exist two distinct elements U, uEAV. By Lemmas 4and 5, there exist 
a sequence {s,} of R, s, + -co, and two complete rajectories uy, u, of V 
such that {u(t + s,)} and (v(t + s,)} converge to u,(t) and v&), respectively, 
pointwise n R. It is easy to see that u,, vy belong to A& Since the function: 
t + p(u(t), v(t)) isbounded and nonincreasing in R, y= lim, --oo p(u(t), v(t)) 
exists and is a positive number. Thus, we have 
P@&)~ W)) = Y for all t E R. (5) 
In view of Lemma 6, by setting w(t) = S( l/2, z.+,(t), v&)) for tE R, we get a
complete rajectory NJ of V. Since K is metric-convex, w(t) EK for all tE R. 
Therefore, NJ EFV. From the strict metric-convexity of X itfollows that 
p(w(t), x, ) < d for all tE R. Suppose that here exists a equence {t, } of R 
such that p(w(t,), x0)+ d as n + co. By compactness of K, we may assume 
that (z+(fJ}, {vr,(t,)} and {w(t,)} converge tosome limits uO, vO and w,, 
respectively. It follows that p(w,, z+,) =p(w,,, vO) = y/2, p(u,, x ) < d, 
p(v,, x0) < d, p(w,, x0) = d and p(u,, o,,) = y. Therefore, wO = s(f, z+,, v ,) E 
~B(x,, d). This is a contradiction sinceX is strictly metric-convex. Thus,we 
see that 
SUP p(W, q,> < d. (6) 
tER 
But this is a contradiction, whichproves the uniqueness of the element of
-4,. 
Finally we show that he element ur, of A$ is almost periodic. By 
Lemma 2, for any sequences {a,}, {tn }of R, there are common subsequences 
(cr; },{r,!, } such that {V,,} converges to some WE A?[ U] pointwise, and 
i vc$+T; } and { W,,} converge tosome YE X[U] pointwise. We let uw and 
U, be the unique lements ofA&, and Mr, respectively. By virtue of
Lemma 5, we see that {uV(t + a;)) converges to u&t) pointwise, and {~,(t + 
a,: + r;)} and {u&t + r:)} converge touu(t) pointwise. Thus, by Lemma 1, 
u, is almost periodic. Q.E.D. 
3. APPLICATION 
In this ection, H denotes a real Hilbert space. For x E H, we denote he 
norm of x by (xl. Let A be a maximal monotone operator on H with domain 
D(A), and let fE L,‘,,(R; H).Then, the volution equation 
$6) + Au(s) 3.0s) 
u(t) =x 
for s > t, 
(7) 
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has a unique weak solution u for all x’ ED(A). Cf. [S]. In addition, if z1and 
v, respectively, are weak solutions of (du/ds)(s) +Au(s) 3f(s) and 
(dvjds)(s) +Av(s) 3 g(s) for s > t where f, g E L:,,(R; H), then the ine- 
quality 
holds for t< CJ <s. 
A function fE L:,,(R; H) is called almost periodic nthe sense of 
Stepanov ifthe function F: R -+ L’(0, 1; H) defined by F(t)(s) =f(t + s), 
t E R, s E [0, 11, is almost periodic. We denote byS,,(R; H)the space of all 
such functions. 
Let X= D(A) be the metric space quipped with the metric p(x, y) .= 
/x - ~1. Since X is a convex set in the Hilbert space H, X is strictly metric- 
convex. 
For any t E R, x E X and fE S&R; H), let uE C([t, co); Xj be the weak 
solution of (7). We define the map U: R x Rf x X+X by 
up, Z)X = U(t + rj for rER+. PI 
By using (S), it is easily checked that U is the contractive, almost periodic 
process onX. 
Thus, we have 
THEOREM 2. Let f E S&R; H). Assume that for some t = t, E R and 
x=x0 E D(A), the weak solution u of (7) satisfies the condition that 
(u(s) 1 s> to} is relatively compact in H. Then, there xists an almost 
periodic function u*: R -+ H such that u* is the weak solution of (7) with 
x = u”(t)./&- any tE R. in addition, u*(t) E clco(u(s) j s > to) for t E R. 
Remarks. 1. For example, ifA is the subdifferential of a lower semi- 
continuous convex function 0:H-r (-co, co 1 with1 4 f +co, if for any 
r E R’, the set {x ( Ix\< r, o(x) < r) is compact and if A is coercive, that is, 
owl-+ ~0 as 1x1 --+ co, then the set {u(s) 1 s> t 1 is relatively compact for 
any weak solution u of (7). 
2. Applications of Theorem 2 to partial differential equ tions will 
appear elsewhere. 
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